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Dear Permissions Specialist:    
I work for the Iowa State University Library, and I have been working
with Dr. Kristin Rozier
to get their scholarship deposited in our institutional repository,
Iowa State University Digital
Repository. Dr. Rozier is a contributing author to the below
publication, and I am writing for 
permission to deposit portions of their work in our repository.     
• Li, Jianwen, Kristin Y. Rozier, Geguang Pu, Yueling Zhang, and
Moshe Y. Vardi. 
"SAT-Based Explicit LTLf Satisfiability Checking." In Proceedings of
the AAAI
Conference on Artificial Intelligence, vol. 33, pp. 2946-2953. 2019. 
https://doi.org/10.1609/aaai.v33i01.33012946
Iowa State University Digital Repository is a non-commercial
institutional repository that 
provides access to the scholarship of Iowa State University’s
faculty, students and staff. 
This scholarship is made available for personal, educational and
research use. All 
publications deposited in the repository are described with complete
bibliographic 
information for the original publication and includes an explicit
statement identifying 
the date and owner of copyright.    
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